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Editor'S

Letter

It may be a cliché, but really, how time does fly! Here we are already heading into the
third month of the year with already the third edition of Mzanzihealth also coming out.
We are proud to announce that the magazine, despite difficult times for everyone, is
going from strength to strength. A big thank you to all our advertisers, contributors and
readers, without whom it would not be possible!
This edition coincides with plenty of health and wellness-related events on the
calendar, with the following coming up soon:

•
•

www.facebook.com/MzanzihealthMagazine
twitter.com/mzanzihealth
pinterest.com/zachmat123/mzanzihealth Magazine
www.instagram.com/mzanzihealth
https://vm.tiktok.com/ZSJdWcpuv/

World Obesity Day - 04 March
World Salt Awareness Week – Looking out for hidden salt in our diets
- 04 to 10 March

•
•
•
•

health

World Health Day - 07 April
Anti-Tobacco Campaign Month - May
World Hypertension Day - 17 May
World No Tobacco Day - 31 May 2020
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In our psychology article we take an in-depth look at autism, also viewed as “the
genius within”. Too many professionals look at autism as something that needs to
be managed or controlled, while our experts believe we should look at autism as a
neurodiversity that needs to be understood. Once understood properly, the person’s
full potential can be realized.
Next, we visited the founder of the Shumeez Scott Foundation to find out more about
the wonderful work they do among young adults born with Down Syndrome. Finally,
in our regular article on nutrition, we speak to Melissa Johnson of the Diet Clinic who
tells us that increasingly people are moving back to natural products to help them
lose weight and lead a healthier lifestyle. To do this, we need to find the right products
without negative side effects.
We trust you will enjoy reading this edition of Mzanzihealth. Please drop us a mail at
admin@mzanzihealth.co.za and share your thoughts with us on what you’d like to
read about. Take care and stay healthy!
The Editor, Mzanzihealth

Jane F rost
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In this issue of Mzanzihealth we talk to professional boxer Allen Chizungu, the owner
of Kings Boxing Gym. He shares his amazing story about his gym, helped kids in the
townships to gain a foothold in the sport, the challenges faced by him and his trainees,
followed by the sweet taste of success, and how they have all grown in the sport. Allen
contributes much to the communities where he is active and has created a non-profit
organization called Maxim Kids based in various local communities that he works in.
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Fitness

W

e started in 2007 at that time I used to
work with my brother. We had our own
gym together and that is where my
dream to give back to the community started to
take shape. I then decided to leave and start my
own business. I started training people in Strand
Street, City Bowl area where I met a client named
Ann Marie. She loved my training and the vision
I had for boxing in the Western Cape and that
is how I started. I used to go to the Cape Flats
and different communities such as Khayelitsha,
Guguletu, Mitchells Plain and Woodstock
amongst others to train clients in different areas.
At the end of 2007 when I started to gain clients
after leaving the gym with my brother, I wanted
to give back to the community and start training
the kids. That was when I started the organisation
called Maxim Kids. I used to go to Townships to
train the kids and some of my clients starting
following me to these locations and helped out
with training. Then my one client’s mentioned
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before Ann Marie, spoke to her friends and
mentioned what we were doing with regards
to training and community work. They all loved
what I was doing then she spoke to her friend
from church, and one day the Pastor of the
church mentioned he would like to meet with me
in 2014 at Truth coffee shop in Green point.
The Pastor Law Malibu said he had been
watching what we do via our website and he
saw the photos and videos of the community
work, and he stated he would love to start the
same type of establishment in Woodstock
where we currently are now. He proposed that I
manage the program, so I met with his lawyers
and it was concluded that I manage the boxing,
and he would offer free legal services for the
community.
I was very happy with the decision, and we made
an agreement that I would bring all the kids I
met in the townships, and get them involved by

Photography by Dan Edwards
Layout by: @Looselaces_crew

training them in Woodstock. We started helping
the community benefit from the facility and all
its equipment.
He purchased the premises in St James Street
in 2017, and we started taking kids off the
street and helped them develop a skill and a
disciplined mind. This was a milestone for me
to fulfil my dream as I also came from a similar
background. Boxing helped me get off the streets
and it developed into a career, which helped me
further my education within this field.
I started going door to door looking for kids to
join, and that was how the gym opened. The
gym’s sole purpose was to educate the youth
and develop the passion for boxing. Giving back
to the community is the greatest achievement
of my life, through this I have given many kids
opportunities to not only box but find a purpose
and path for their lives. Through struggles like
gangsterism and drugs, I wanted to uplift and

change the lives of the kids.
And through this we keep them off the streets
and focus on other things not only boxing but
also swimming, soccer and taking them to
events, also ensuring that they attend school
and keep them away from crime and domestic
violence.
This all started from a dream and the right
people were placed into my life to help reach
this goal through this movement we have
helped change many peoples lives and gave so
many kids opportunities that they might of never
experienced. We have some awesome success
stories of kids that have totally turned there life
around to make a huge success out of there
lives and this has been my life’s work up until this
point and my professionals has been moulded
within our facility.
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“We started a Ladies only class to make
them feel comfortable as boxing can
be quite an intimidating sport and this
allows for a neutral training environment
for woman. We noticed after they get
comfortable they start joining the male
classes and train together. To all the
ladies looking to try something new,
please come and join us. We also offer a
gender violence course for Women that
have experienced domestic violence.”
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We give opportunities to all the young talent in
the boxing community who was not granted the
chance to develop in the field of boxing without
a manager or promoter. The mission of Allen
Chizungu was to develop the talented youth into
a professional level where they could make a
career out of boxing in the Western Cape.
Every year the Western Cape produces 20-50
amateur boxers and it has been my goal and
journey to promote and train these fighters
into professional working positions. Many of our
upcoming talents come via our community work
we do in all local areas. We take the kids off the
streets and train them professionally to give

them hope and discipline we also follow up on
their schooling to make sure they attend classes
and they are up to date with their schoolwork.
We have so many young talented boxers who
have become great professionals who no longer
fight for Maxim but the Country through our
promotion work - a lot of these fighters came up
via our community projects.
“I created a non-profit organization called Maxim
Kids that is based in most local communities
and work in partnership with key people in those
areas to provide training and boxing supplies.”

We also look to continue our various programs
and community work in the townships such
as Khayelitsha, Guguletu, Mitchells Plain and
Woodstock amongst many others. Our vision is
to grow boxing to a professional level and uplift
communities in the process.
We need sponsors to maintain these programs.
Lockdown has stopped many paying clients;
hence we have less funds to push into the
programs.
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1. How long are you boxing?

I have been boxing since the age of
twelve.

2. Where did you start boxing?

I was born in the Democracy of
Congo on the East Side - boxing is a
huge sport over there and there was
competition every week and that is
where I started at a place similar to
Kings where we had a community
trainer. We just started for fun but from
there we started doing amateur fights
but then people starting taking notice,
and we started taking it serious.

3. Have you fought professionally?

who has now become one of the
number one contenders in the Feather
Weight Division / Marius Matamba IBF
& IBO Africa Champion as well as Jami
Webb from amateur to professional
- 90% of all new boxers come through
me.

5. What community work do you
do?

I created a non-profitable organization
called Maxim Kids that is based in
most local communities and work in
partnership with key people in those
areas to provide training and boxing
supplies.

Yes I have fought professionally but
due to a car injury that affected my
head my family asked me to stop but
I still continued to fight on my own
without them knowing.

6. How long is Kings Boxing Gym
Open?

4. How many champions have you
trained?

7. What age groups do you all
train?

Thus far we have created the A
Heavyweight Champion Mr Tian Fick
who started with Maxim in 2013 and the
Youth World Champion Emile Kalekuzi
who is the IBF Champion / Abdulziz
Kunert who came out of prison and
started with Maxim Boxing Promotions

Kings Boxing Gym has been open since
February 2017

All Ages and Genders
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Psychology

Autism
the genius within
by Roderick Cupido
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A

utism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), as defined by the

•

Deficits in social-emotional reciprocity, ranging, for

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual Fifth Edition of

example, from abnormal social approach and failure of

the American Psychiatric Association (DSM 5)*, is a

normal back-and-forth conversation; to reduced sharing

complex developmental disorder associated with symptoms

of interests, emotions, or affect; to failure to initiate or

that include “persistent deficits in social communication and

respond to social interactions.

social interaction across multiple contexts” and “restricted,
repetitive patterns of behavior, interests, or activities.” The DSM

•

5 gives examples of these two broad categorizes:

Deficits in nonverbal communicative behaviors used
for social interaction, ranging, for example, from poorly
integrated verbal and nonverbal communication; to

Persistent deficits in social communication and social

abnormalities in eye contact and body language or deficits

interaction across multiple contexts, as manifested by the

in understanding and use of gestures; to a total lack of

following, currently or by history (examples are illustrative,

facial expressions and nonverbal communication.

not exhaustive):
•

Deficits in developing, maintaining, and understand
relationships, ranging, for example, from difficulties adjusting
behavior to suit various social contexts; to difficulties in
sharing imaginative play or in making friends; to absence
of interest in peers.
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Restricted, repetitive patterns of behavior, interests, or activities,
as manifested by at least two of the following, currently or
by history (examples are illustrative, not exhaustive):

•

Stereotyped or repetitive motor movements, use of objects,
or speech (e.g., simple motor stereotypes, lining up toys
or flipping objects, echolalia, idiosyncratic phrases).

•

Insistence on sameness, inflexible adherence to routines,
or ritualized patterns of verbal or nonverbal behavior
(e.g., extreme distress at small changes, difficulties with
transitions, rigid thinking patterns, greeting rituals, need
to take same route or eat same food every day).

•

Highly restricted, fixated interests that are abnormal in
intensity or focus (e.g., strong attachment to or preoccupation
with unusual objects, excessively circumscribed or
perseverative interests).

•

Hyper- or hyporeactivity to sensory input or unusual interest
in sensory aspects of the environment (e.g. apparent
indifference to pain/temperature, adverse response to
specific sounds or textures, excessive smelling or touching
of objects, visual fascination with lights or movement).

These symptoms result from underlying challenges in a child’s
ability to take in the world through his senses, and to use his
body and thoughts to respond to it. When these challenges
are significant, they interfere with a child’s ability to grow and
learn, and may lead to a diagnosis of autism.

AUTISM IS NOT SIMPLY A BEHAVIORAL DISORDER
Many parents get told that Autism is a behavioural disorder
based on challenges in behavior. While children with autism do
display behaviors that can be confusing, concerning, and even
disruptive, the basis of these behaviors is a neurodevelopmental
difference that exists. Understanding autism based on behaviors
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is superficial at best. The behavioral perspective has dominated
the “airwaves” for the past 15 years and Applied Behavioral
Analysis (ABA) has become the most know intervention for
autism as a result. But, clinical practice and research are creating
a paradigm shift to more fully understanding autism from a
developmental perspective rather than simply behaviorally. .

UNDERSTANDING AUTISM
It is important to note that when the challenges of autism
are understood and appropriately addressed, and the autistic
is accepted for who they are, the potential of a person on
the autism spectrum is no less than a neurotypical person.
Too many professionals look at autism as something that
needs to be managed or controlled. We look at autism as a
neurodiversity that needs to be understood. Once understood,
then the person’s potential can be realized.

Autism Myths & Facts:
MYTH: “Children with autistic spectrum disorders can not form
loving relationships, or can not love with the same degree of
warmth and intimacy as others.”
FACT: With a comprehensive, affect, relationship-based approach

Children with ASD can love as deeply as any other child, and

to intervention, children can learn to enjoy closeness, warmth

many can love even more deeply than most. We believe that

and intimacy, and can love others very deeply. When autism

the primary challenge for children diagnosed with ASD is in

was first identified as a disorder in the 1940’s, it was thought

the communication of their emotions, not in the experience

that the fundamental problem in autism was an inability to

or feeling of warmth and intimacy.

form intimate, warm relationships. This concept has persisted
in all the subsequent definitions of autism. But clinical work

IMPACT OF AUTISM ON FAMILIES

with children diagnosed with ASD has shown that when we

A child’s autism diagnosis affects every member of the family

apply the approach, following the child’s lead to focus on the

in different ways. Parents/caregivers must now place their

child’s natural pleasures and build interactions off the child’s

primary focus on helping their child with ASD, which may put

pleasures, we see that the first element that responds is the

stress on their marriage, other children, work, finances, and

sense of relatedness. This sense of relatedness, in the shared

personal relationships and responsibilities. Parents now have

smiles, shared joy, shared pleasure and the deep sense of

to shift much of their resources of time and money towards

mutual belonging to one another, comes in relatively quickly

providing treatment and interventions for their child, to the

with appropriate treatment.

exclusion of other priorities. The needs of a child with ASD
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complicates familial relationships, especially with siblings.

WHY DO AUTISTIC PEOPLE HAVE ISSUES WITH SOCIAL
SKILLS?

However, parents can help their family by informing their other
children about autism and the complications it introduces,

One of the core aspects of autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is

understanding the challenges siblings face and helping them

social dysfunction. This can manifest in a range of behaviors,

cope, and involving members of the extended family to create

from completely avoiding any sort of personal interaction at

a network of help and understanding.

all… to completely monopolizing conversations on a single

– Understanding Autism for Dummies, 2006

topic that nobody other than the person speaking seems to
be very interested in.

Finding time for prayer and attending a place of worship
also helps many families handle the challenges of autism

There is no fixed pattern to social dysfunction, but it’s almost

and provides a safe, inclusive environment for both the child

always one of the major identifiers of ASD and often the one

and family.

that stands out the most when interacting with someone on
the spectrum.

For high-functioning autistic individuals, these social skills

MZANZIHEALTH| www.mzanzihealth.co.za|ISSUE 3 |
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deficits can be so minor as to be almost entirely unnoticeable

and obvious difficulties in social interactions. However, they

in casual conversation. People with HFA (high-functioning

have an advantage over HFA individuals in that they are often

autism) commonly adopt coping methods or have the ability

more inwardly focused and have less anxiety about their

to acquire social skills to fit in better. They are often able, with

inability to fit into common social situations. Although they

proper training (which often includes components of applied

also benefit from ABA therapy aimed at improving social skills,

behavior analysis), to make significant progress in social

they will always struggle with noticeable deficits and will likely

interactions. Nonetheless, at some level, even high-functioning

always find it nearly impossible to fit completely into common

autistics almost always struggle with some discomfort or

social situations naturally.

ineptitude in social interactions.
Understanding the Connection Between Social Skills and
Low-functioning autistics will almost always have immediate
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Autism. All of these social skills problems are rooted in

some of the basic elements of ASD:

This deficit is often misread as a desire to avoid people or

•

Delays and difficulty in acquiring verbal communication

social situations, but that couldn’t be further from the truth:

skills

most individuals with ASD badly want to interact with others,

•

Inability to read non-verbal communication cues

they simply don’t have the skillset to do so easily.

•

Repetitive or obsessive behaviors and insistence on an

•

adherence to fixed routine

This, in turn, can breed frustration that only fuels the fire.

Overwhelming sensory inputs

People on the spectrum may have outbursts and throw
tantrums or express themselves inappropriately in social

These combinations of traits make it enormously difficult for

contexts, essentially as a result of boiling over at their difficulty

ASD patients to acquire the basic social skills that most of

to either understand their place in a social situation or make

us take for granted.

themselves understood to others.
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At the opposite end of the spectrum, but equally rooted in

more socially appropriate behavior and abandon bad social

social skills deficits, some with ASD are unable to fully grasp

habits and responses.

their own communication issues and often fail to recognize
how their way of communicating can be offensive or make

As humans, we’re all social animals to a greater or lesser

others feel uncomfortable. These types of social missteps

degree, so the importance of being able to thrive – or at least

manifest in obliviousness—monopolizing conversations, being

function – in normal social settings is fundamentally key to

unable or unwilling to converse outside particular topic areas,

happiness and a normal human experience. As ABAs work

or generally shutting out all external stimulus.

to address things like cognition and communication skills,
positive outcomes in these areas are sure to translate to

DEALING WITH SOCIAL SKILLS ISSUES IN ASD PATIENTS

improved social skills and a better quality of life.

It’s difficult to deal with social dysfunction because social
skills cover such a broad gamut of capabilities. These include:

WHAT ARE THE TREATMENTS FOR AUTISM?

•

Verbal and non-verbal communication

There is currently no one standard treatment for autism

•

Analytical and inferential skills

spectrum disorder (ASD).

•

Sensory perception

•

Understanding of context in social situations

Many people with ASD benefit from treatment, no matter how
old they are when they are diagnosed. People of all ages, at

There is limited research on the outcomes for social skills

all levels of ability, can often improve after well-designed

training but what exists suggest that it is hampered by a

interventions.

failure to emphasize social skill development and implement
it effectively. A 2007 meta-analysis by Indiana University of

But there are many ways to help minimize the symptoms

55 social skills intervention programs used in school-age

and maximize abilities. People who have ASD have the best

ASD populations found that they were largely ineffective.

chance of using all of their abilities and skills if they receive

Not surprisingly, social skills training that took place when

appropriate therapies and interventions.

autistic students were segregated from the general student
population was far less effective than if it took place in their

The most effective therapies and interventions are often

usual classroom alongside neurotypical kids – as if a study

different for each person. However, most people with ASD

was needed to figure that out.

respond best to highly structured and specialized programs.1
In some cases, treatment can help people with autism to

Nonetheless, school programs were found to be more

function at near-normal levels.

effective than programs offered in other contexts, which
suggests that training social skills in social environments—a

Research shows that early diagnosis and interventions, such

naturalistic approach often used in ABA therapy—shows the

as during preschool or before, are more likely to have major

most promise. And some therapists have suggested that

positive effects on symptoms and later skills. Read more

most ABA therapy aimed at improving social skills simply

about early interventions for autism.

isn’t intense and immersive enough to help patients develop
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Because there can be overlap in symptoms between ASD and

•

Lewis Carroll – Author of “Alice in Wonderland”

other disorders, such as attention deficit hyperactivity disorder

•

Henry Cavendish – Scientist

(ADHD),2 it’s important that treatment focus on a person’s

•

Charles Darwin – Naturalist, Geologist, and Biologist

specific needs, rather than the diagnostic label.

•

Emily Dickinson – Poet

•

Paul Dirac – Physicist

If you have a question about treatment, talk to a health care

•

Albert Einstein – Scientist & Mathematician

provider who specializes in caring for people with ASD. These

•

Bobby Fischer – Chess Grandmaster

resources have more information about treatments for autism:

•

Bill Gates – Co-founder of the Microsoft Corporation

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention describes

•

Temple Grandin – Animal Scientist

some treatment options.

•

Daryl Hannah – Actress & Environmental Activist

http://www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/autism/treatment.html

•

Thomas Jefferson – Early American Politician

•

Steve Jobs – Former CEO of Apple

AUTISM A BLOCK BUSTER

•

James Joyce – Author of “Ulysses”

•

Rain Man

•

Alfred Kinsey – Sexologist & Biologist

•

Mercury Rising

•

Stanley Kubrick – Film Director

•

X+Y

•

Barbara McClintock – Scientist and Cytogeneticist

•

The Accountant

•

Michelangelo – Sculptor, Painter, Architect, Poet

•

Please Stand By

•

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart – Classical Composer

•

Sir Isaac Newton – Mathematician, Astronomer, & Physicist

To name a few , as far as movie block busters has portrayed

•

Jerry Seinfeld – Comedian

autism with 37 successful movies.

•

Satoshi Tajiri – Creator of Nintendo’s Pokémon

•

Nikola Tesla – Inventor

FAMOUS AUTISTIC PEOPLE IN HISTORY

•

Andy Warhol – Artist

•

Dan Aykroyd – Comedic Actor

•

Ludwig Wittgenstein – Philosopher

•

Hans Christian Andersen – Children’s Author

•

William Butler Yeats – Poet

•

Benjamin Banneker – African American almanac author,
surveyor, naturalist, and farmer

•

Susan Boyle – Singer

•

Tim Burton – Movie Director
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of joy with open arms a creation from the Almighty, for the
first 3 years Shumeez was in and out of hospital, born with
a croob in her throat, so if she gets a fever it can close up at
any time and she will not be able to breath. They would have
to make a whole in her throat, having severe asthma also
had an effect on her health, but through all this she was a
fighter and remained strong.
Shumeez attended an ordinary crèche called Thakiera’s
and Lobelia Happy Tots where she was treated like any
other ordinary child. She went to a special needs school in
Goodwood Filia, she finished there when she was 18yrs old.
In 2011 she was in a taxi strike accident, which left one side
of her face badly damaged and she nearly lost her eye. She
underwent two facial operations and an eye operation. She
also had to go through the divorce of her parents but yet
she was the rock of the family. Shumeez used to love the
camera from a young age, but it was not something that I

THE
SHUMEEZ
SCOTT
FOUNDATION

T

his is a short story of how The Shumeez Scott
Foundation (SSF) become in existence and how
more Young Adults joined the foundation:

Shumeez Scott was born on the 30th November 1999, the
day of Shumeez birth her mother found out only then that
she is having a Down Syndrome child, no family member
form either side of the family have Down Syndrome in their
family , thus this would be the first child with Down Syndrome
in their family, Bahia Shumeez mother embraced her bundle
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took seriously until she was discovered by a professional
photographer, Freda Roetjens. There she has really made
it known that she is not just an ordinary Down Syndrome
young girl BUT she has a love for the camera as well for
modelling. She was then awarded the title “Face of an
Angel” and this was just the beginning, she took it to another
level where she was discovered by an American pageant
company called MWI International. They awarded her with
the first title Miss MWI PHENOMENAL SA 2018 and from
there Shumeez undertook a trip to India in 2018.
On her trip we discovered she had more to offer of herself
and was determined to make a difference in society. She
then opened her own foundation The Shumeez Scott
Foundation (SSF) – Young Adults with Special needs. She
reached out to other young adults with special needs to say
they have a right to live life to the fullest and she would give
it her all to break the stigma in society. In 2019 she went to
Gambia and was again awarded as International Miss MWI

PHENOMENAL 2019. There she took a journey of interacting

We’ll be introducing some of the members and their

with underprivileged children and visited various homes. On

achievements, each one come from a different background

the return she then started by opening her own massage

and have here own difficulty since birth, there is goals that

parlor. She extended the invite out again to all special needs

they have set for themselves and had achieved, and how

as now she realized that they would need to empower

they got inspired thru The Shumeez Scott Foundation and

themselves in the working environment. She started training

this is making our hearts very pleasing to see how that

herself as well as her colleagues how to do massages, as

achieve their goals and strive for betterment and grow with

it was a great passion she always had. Also, we discovered

in themselves.

that they were being deprived a lot from being part of
society. Today, The Shumeez Scott foundation has almost

Taariq Martin

approximately 30 members on board and still operates

the 24th November 2000, he

from the back of her mom’s garage at home. She eventually

is the eldest of 7 children.,

would like to open up her own learning / social center where

he was born with Down

she can have everyone coming in on a daily basis and not

Syndrome, with a defect on

just weekends. While Shumeez continues in following her

his left foot, arm and hand

dream of becoming a supermodel and an ambassador for

which left him disabled, but thru

other young adults that are differently abled she remains

all of his challenges and operations

positive and is an inspiration to many other special needs

on a younger age Taariq have excelled

young adults. Her motivation to others out there is, never

into a magnificent person, He attended Arcadia Primary

give up, believe in yourself and pursue your dreams

School where the principal realized he needed special care.

“IF YOU CAN DREAM IT, YOU CAN ACHIEVE IT”

He then attended Astra School in Montana until the age

was born on

of 18 years old. Taariq like soccer, outdoor life adventures,
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movies, clear simple instructions and playing games on

years old but could never master the ability to read or write.

his PlayStation, he joined The Shumeez Scott Foundation

At the age of thirteen, Nabeel was involved in a car accident

and enjoy every moment of it, he believes by joining he will

and almost lost his left leg which has left him with permanent

achieve and reach his goal one day to become an actor

damage but with his strong will and spirit he preserved and

and to travel the world, Taariq was awarded the title of Mr.

never let any of his challenges hold him back. Nabeel was

MWI PHENOMINAL SA 2019 and have reached part of his

awarded the title of Mr. MWI PHENOMENAL SA 2019, an

dream by traveling but that did not stop him there, last year

auspicious achievement for him. He is very brave and likes

November 2020 Taariq passed his learners licensee which

to participate in any sport and other activities, he enjoys the

was a big accomplishment for him, Taariq say: “ Having

coons very much. Nabeel is a very open and loving person,

Down Syndrome or being born disable means nothing to

always taking care of others needs before his, everywhere

me, I’m special like everyone else. I do not let people judge

he goes he makes friends. He never had a dream but he says

me for having Down Syndrome or being physically disable.

just being alive has become a dream, and he lives it to the

The important thing is how I feel about myself, on the inside,

fullest.

I feel beautiful. Lots of people with little kids or babies with
Down Syndrome or being born physically disable tell me,
they aren’t afraid of the future for their child because of what
I’m doing to help people understand better”. Taariq is a
very driven young man, when he sets a goal for himself,

Lee-Lyn Watson

was born

29th September 1994, her
mother writes, At the time of
birth, they always knew that

he goes for it.

she was destined for great
things. It started in her earlier

Nabeel Oostendorp

was

born on the 26th December 1995,

days of schooling, where she
resided in a small town called

his mother writes, I was seven

Paarl. Lee-lyn is Artistic but that did

and a half months pregnant

not keep her back, with the talent and her fondness for

when the doctors notified me

drawing and painting Lee-lyn takes all challenges head

that something was wrong

on, in 2018 she received a certificate of acknowledgement

with my baby and suggested

and excellent progress for her singing from Sanette Marx

that I terminate my pregnancy,

Singing School. This was not the end for Lee-lyn, through

this ray of sunshine was born and I

the fashion show of The Shumeez Scott Foundation she

welcomed him with all my love, when he

developed her love for modelling as well and in 2019 was

was born, I thought he was not going to make it through the

awarded the title Miss MWI PHENOMENAL SA 2019. Lee-

night, but the Almighty have shown me wrong. Nabeel faced

lyn’s long and short term plans are painting exhibitions to

many challenges from birth, trouble with his bladder caused

showcase the talent of people with similar disabilities in

him to lose a kidney, along with Down Syndrome, Nabeel

Cape Town and in Amsterdam Netherlands (a project she is

could not speak or walk until the age of five, He attended

currently busy working on). She intends to tour Africa and the

creche / school until the age of seven, then attended Mary

broader world to serve as a role model for all children living

Harding school for special need until the age of eighteen

with Down Syndrome and other intellectual disabilities, to
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expand on community service projects she is currently busy

she finished her matric. Widaad loves make-up and when

with through The Shumeez Scott Foundation, she plans to

it comes to must match, she also belongs to an aerobics

visit old age homes, uplifting through massaging, etc. Lee-

fitness class where she keeps in shape. Widaad was

Lyn is a very dedicated and passionate lady.

awarded the Miss MWI PHENOMENAL 2019, where she has
developed herself motivation. Widaad is an active member
of The Shumeez Scott Foundation.

Widaad Karriem

was born on 04th

December 1995, her mother was
informed by the doctor of

Zaitoon Titus was born on 06th May 1993, her mother

her Down Syndrome and

was informed that the doctor at the hospital was not happy

she

accepted

the

news

with the baby’s heartbeat, she was then

immediately and felt blessed

booked in immediately and was put

to have a child with Down

on a heart monitor, Zaitoon was

Syndrome. With the birth of

born the next day murmur (hole

Widaad her mother fell in love

in the heart) and also had yellow

with her immediately looking like

jaundice, she was born colic

a Chinese doll, Widaad was for the first

as well thus the first few month

two years in and out of hospital with pneumonia and with

she spent most of her time in

her joints being so loose like a rag doll she strived through

hospital and as she progressed the

all the difficulties. She later attended Belporta School where

doctors saw that she was born with
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a white pearl on the apple of her eye, thus make her blind

Mishka

in her one eye. She also had a few operations on her feet

Dreyer

and was wheelchair bound, with her will power and and

was born on 15th

strong ability she overcame and started to walk, with

July

the grace of the Almighty Zaitoon is on no medication.

weighed 2.2kg and

She attended normal school at Ragmania Primary were

was

1995,
42cm

she
long.

Mishka come into the

they discovered that she could not write and was referred
to Mary Harding where she matriculated and after that she

world with her feet first,

stayed at home, during that time she was an entrepreneur

and was diagnosed with

where she had a small sweet stand on Saturdays in Gatesville

Down

Syndrome and a murmur (hole in

Athlone, she joined The Shumeez Scott Foundation two

the heart), from birth she has been in and out of hospital, she

years ago and thoroughly enjoy every minute when she is at

has been through many operations, including her stomach

the Foundation, she loves the classes that are being offered

as she had reflux. She also contracted phenomena and was

to them, love interacting with the other members where they

also treated for tuberculosis, she attended more the four

all chat, dance and listen to music, which she really enjoys.

different clinics at Red Cross hospital during her toddler
stage. Doctor later diagnosed her with Cerebral Palsy (lack
of oxygen on the brain which has led to her brain capacity

Firdous Daniels

was born

to be years behind). She started walking very late as a

on the 27th January 1980,

child. During preschool she started walking due to all the

she was born with Down

interaction with other children. She matriculated at the age

Syndrome, at the age of

of eighteen. She lost her father in the same year, living with

three years she underwent

her mother and grandmother she became very independent

an eye operation which

from her mother, Mishka is a loving, strong and driven young

caused her unclear vision.

lady. She became her mother’s rock, her confidant, strength

She started school at the

and life. She joined The Shumeez Scott foundation two

age of seven years old at Mary

years ago and that has become a part of her life.

Harding and matriculated at the
age of twenty one. Firdous lost her father at the age
of ten and then her mother when she was thirty

Nasreen Davids

was born

on 28th January 1999, being

five years old, at that point in her life, she lost

a twin, she was diagnosed

the will power to life. Her Aunt then introduced

after her mother noticed two

her to The Shumeez Scott Foundation, with

days later that she had the

the assistance of the director of SSF and her

characteristics of a Down

family they brought Firdous out of her depression

Syndrome child. Tests were

she was in and she became a whole new light of
sunshine, no negativity for Firdous anymore, just

done and results came back
positive, test results also showed

looking ahead, she enjoys dancing, music and singing (she

Atrioventricular septal defect (AVSD),

is known at SSF as Whitney Houston). Firdous is a confident,

this is where there are holes between the chambers of the

loveable, friendly and very outspoken young lady.

right and left sides of the heart and the valves controlling
the blood flow were not properly formed. Nasreen went
for two major heart operations and recovered and became

strong, it was a miracle, as if she rose from the dead. She

all she wanted was to feed the underprivileged children

attended creche where she developed and became stronger.

and give them something special that was her which for

As a toddler she underwent another operation on her knee to

her birthday, which the Foundation did as it was a request

repair her patella and ligaments. She finished school at the

from one of the members, each member get to do

age of eighteen and lost her strongest support, her mother,

something when they reach 21 years old.

which at that time in her life Nasreen could not understand
but slowly as everything was explained she understood.

December was a month of a lot of

Nasreen loves music, dancing and singing, she joined SSF

heartache, sadness and a lot of patience,

and started modeling where she participated in the Ms. MWI

this was a time for SSF to grieve and also

PHENOMENAL and was crowned Miss MWI PHENOMENAL

to find their strength in one another. On

AFRICA 2020, this was a proud moment for Nasreen’s family.

29th December 2020 we lost our very
first member of SSF Ilhaam Karriem a 21

The Shumeez Scott Foundation (SSF) is a non-profit

year old, young lady, with a strong will and

organization, focusing on individuals with Down syndrome

spirit, she crept into your heart so quickly and you

and intellectual disabilities. We motivate young people

could not say no to her, Ilhaam Karriem passed on of COVID-19,

with disabilities to believe in themselves to become self-

that is a danger to some young people that have Down Syndrome, it

sustainable, thus we are hard at work and striving to build up

affect their immune system quicker than any other normal person,

capital for our own premises to provide these young adults

Ilhaam left a footprint in each and everyone’s heart at SSF and for

with sustainability as well for transport, we also currently

that we had a memorial tribute for her on the 8th February 2021,

offer small workshops, like arts and craft, Knitting and

food was distributed in her honor in her community that she had

Baking, there have been a couple of workshops done last

touched.

year 2020 already and we are looking forward to continue
with these workshops as soon as the COVID levels are lifted.

SSF are desperately in need of their own premises and

SSF also does feeding out reaches, where we go to different

transport as we have difficulty getting all our members to

communities and feed those that are underprivileged and

workshops. It’s hard for a household that only makes ends

give out to the children something sweet, these outreach

meet on social grant to come to some workshops. The

programs are done by the members of the foundation

Directors of SSF use their private vehicles to fetch these

themselves in their committees. On 29th November 2020,

young adults to added these workshops and other events.

we had a food outreach for Shumeez Scott her 21st Birthday,

SSF thank you for giving us the opportunity to write
about a few of our members.

SSF are in need of their own premises and transport as
we have difficulty getting all our members to workshops,
it’s hard for a household that only makes ends meet on
Social Grants. To come to some workshop,s and that’s
where the Directors of SSF use their private vehicles to
fetch these young adults to attend to these workshops .
Website:		

http://shumeezscottfoundation.org

Email:		

https://facebook.com

Instagram::

shumeezscott

Contact details:

Banking Details:
Name of Account:		

The Shumeez Scott Foundation

Bank Name:		

Standard Bank

Account no:		

310931460

Account Type:		

Business Current Account

Branch Code:		

026609 / 051001 (Universal)

Swift Address:		

SBZA ZA JJ

Office no: (021) 023 1466 | Cell: 071 443 6014
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Nutrition

LOVE YOUR BODY!
ASK US HOW...

D

THE DIET CLINIC:

066 287 0902

uring the modern day and age we live in, people tend to start

having to make drastic changes, such as losing weight and eating

moving back to natural products that help them lose weight

healthier. Making these changes to their lifestyle, are not for the

and lead a healthier lifestyle. Wanting to achieve this, they

people around them, but for their own health. They need to start

look for products that are natural and have no added hormones or

concentrating on creating a HEALTHY LIFESTYLE and not a short-

chemicals. Products with no side effects. It is all about self-care,

term diet.

wellness, health, and finding natural products that say: “Live well, be
well, and your life will prosper”.

Some Heart Foundation facts: 80% of heart disease and strokes can
be prevented, 225 South Africans are killed by heart diseases daily,

No matter what era we find ourselves, many people are over-weight,

the number of deaths caused globally by high blood pressure is 13%

unhealthy and some do not even know they are struggling with an

and 10 people suffer a stroke in South Africa every hour.

illness inside of their bodies. Many illnesses hide inside your body,
showing no symptoms. Should the symptoms appear, it might be

“I have tried so many diet plans, and never stick to

too late. Being over-weight or obese, you have an impaired lung

it. Because of this, I have always just dropped a few

function. This means, that your lungs need to work harder for your

kilograms, and then just pick up what I have lost.

body to have enough oxygen. You then also have life-threatening

With this Lifestyle Change of The Diet Clinic, it is

issues and diseases such as high blood pressure, high cholesterol

different. In just 6 weeks I have lost 10 kilograms,

and diabetes. These kind of illnesses affects both men and women

and even centimeters. I am not exercising, but the

of all ages. Having an unhealthy heart can, in the long run, lead to

weight just drops. I stick to the easy-to-follow meal

heart attacks, heart failure, coronary heart disease and strokes.

plan that they provide. The support I get during

Most of the time, this illness even affects their daily life and routine.

this journey is wonderful. For the first time, I want

They might feel that they have no energy to get them through the

to keep going and reach my goal weight. Thanks for

day. Some feel bloated all the time as if they have just eaten a huge

helping me change my life”.

meal. The only way for them to lead a happier, healthier life, is by
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- happy client in Mosselbay

F

or the last 17 years, The Diet Clinic has been making use

You will not feel hungry all the time. We use good carbohydrates that

of natural products assisting in not only weight loss, but

will keep you feeling fuller for longer. The purpose of carbohydrates

a healthy Lifestyle Change. Our products are all natural,

is to provide your body with energy.

homeopathic. Perfectly safe to use even if you have high blood
pressure, high cholesterol, diabetes or thyroid problems. Whether

Our Appetite Suppressant will even suppress your sugar cravings.

it is hypothyroidism (thyroid being under active) or hyperthyroidism

By using our products and meal plans, you will easily lose as much

(thyroid being over-active). In some cases, the entire Thyroid

as 10 kilograms in the first month. Once you have reached your goal

gets removed, meaning that your body can no longer produce the

weight, our maintenance plan will help you keep the weight off.

Thyroid hormone. Then you will have symptoms of hypothyroidism.
Symptoms include fatigue, feeling cold all the time, hair loss or

No exercise is needed!!! We are here to even assist people with

dryness, brittle nails, dry skin, slow heart rate and weight gain. No

disabilities. Not being able to take part in sports or going to the

matter what your illness, our products have no side effects and are

gym. Our products and meal plans are designed for you too. But

safe to use alongside your medication. Some people go through a

should you want to exercise, we recommend cardio exercises only

few detox days, but once that is over, you will have more energy and

for the first month. Weight training builds muscle mass, and you will

feel less bloated. Our products speed up your metabolism and one

be losing weight slower.

is used, especially to break down stubborn fat.
Even now during these unstable and unknown times called
Our meal plans consist of sugar free, low kilojoule, fiber rich, healthy

“lockdown”, we still need to stay healthy. We are home most of the

foods. Food that is high in fiber, has been linked to a lower risk

time. Not moving much and not exercising like we use to. Maybe

of not only heart disease but also diabetes. It helps lower bad

your tummy got a bit flabby. You picked up a few kilograms, and

cholesterol, lower blood sugar levels and helps maintain a healthy

your clothes do not fit you anymore. Do not get demotivated. There

weight. By keeping your heart in a good and healthy condition, you

is always time for a new beginning … new mind set … a new healthier

need to cut back on calorie-dense foods loaded with fat, sugar and

you.

refined grains. You need to limit your salt intake, limit alcohol intake
and try and exercise daily, even just walking. Just by changing your

We at The Diet Clinic are here to help you to get rid of that extra

eating habits, you can reduce your risk of cardiovascular disease.

weight. Just think about it: “In less than a month you will be able to
weigh even less than before the lockdown !!!”

Our meal plans guide you on how big your portion size should be.
Never overload your plate or eat until you feel stuffed. By doing this

Just imagine after using our products and meal plan, for only 4

you will eat more calories than you should. How much you eat is as

weeks. Going through your cupboards and finding a pair of jeans

important as what you eat. You need to make sure that you eat three

that you were not able to wear for a few months. Fitting them, and

meals per day. Use a smaller plate and eat more vegetables than

WOW!!! They fit and look better than before!!!

protein. Vegetables are a good source of vitamins and minerals.
They are also low in calories and rich in dietary fiber. Limit your
intake of unhealthy fat. These are known as saturated and transfats. The amount of saturated fat intake daily, is not more than 11 to

Losing weight and changing your lifestyle is not easy. But we are
here to help you gain confidence, and not weight. Offer a support

13g. Eat lean meat, top a baked potato with low fat yogurt instead

system through your whole journey. Day by day you will feel and see

of sour cream or butter.

your body changing.
- Melissa Johnson -The Diet Clinic
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Contact an agent in
your area today!
THE DIET CLINIC:

066 287 0902

T

his, proudly woman-owned franchise is based near the

weight loss programme, he has managed to lose 10 kilogram in the

historic Main Mall. We have managed to successfully grow

first month, in line with the weight and health milestones we set

our clientele base, 30 loyal clients and counting, since our

together, and yet ensuring he maintains an overall healthy, happy

inception in May 2020. We help people feel confident and healthy

lifestyle. This loss has motivated him to start living a healthier life in

in their bodies, advising and supporting them as part of a holistic

other spheres of his life and sustainably so.

healthy lifestyle management process. An experience with our

My franchise has grown in both reach and footprint. Now also

franchise is simple but effective. To achieve your goal weight, we

serving the town of Ghanzi, with its own growing client base. We

work with you to better understand your personal needs; no two

pride ourselves on professionalism and discretion. Much of why I

clients are the same. We then share a meal plan to help maintain

believe we are seeing great success to date is twofold: a firm belief

your calorie intake. The products given to clients are natural and

and appreciation of how the programme and products work, as well

work to help boost metabolism as well as suppress your appetite

as my own personal confidence and experience with them. Using the

within reason.

products and undergoing the programme myself, I have comfortably
lost 11 kilograms between March 2020 and January 2021. And I am

Instructions are easy to follow. Clients are guided on use, effects in

well on track towards achieving my goal weight by the end of 2021.

time against the agreed plan, and their experience throughout their

Therefore, I confidently believe I can, continue to make a positive

journey with us. Our products and advisory is grounded on informed,

impact for other too.

researched safe and proven products and methodology. In my
experience, our products work better the more weight you need to

It is not simply about shedding kilos; our biggest goal is for our

lose. For example: I am currently working with a client who weighs

clients to maintain a healthy weight and to keep healthy overall.

230 kilograms. He needs to lose 140 kilograms to be considered

Indeed, through a healthy lifestyle everybody can maintain their goal

healthy with the recommended Body Mass Index (BMI) for someone

weight whilst still enjoying their meals. We have seen great success

of his height and age. I have worked extensively with him to get

to date and look forward to continuing to build healthier lifestyle

deeper insight into his lifestyle and dietary habits. This has helped

with our clients well into the future”.

guide the weight loss programme designed for him. So far, with our
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-Farzana The Diet Clinic Botswana, Gaborone

ASK
ABOUT
OUR
MEAL
PLANS
FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE

Contact us today to become part of
our Franchise family.
Melissa Johnson
0662870902
www.thedietclinic.co.za

T

The Diet Clinic Edenvale
082 257 7955
www.dietclinicedv.co.za

the meal plans. Give guidance and motivate you every step of the

“My daughter is currently on our Lifestyle Changing

he Diet Clinic has 29 clinics across South-Africa and 1 clinic
in Botswana. Franchisees has been trained to advise you
and answer any questions you might have. They determine a

client’s BMI and explain how the products need to be used alongside
way. Making sure you focus on what you have already achieved. We
advise on healthy food choices even when eating out. Consultations
at the clinics are free of charge, and the franchisees will also tell you

programme, making use of the Option 1 month pack.
Seeing amazing results herself, but even our clients

about the options available to fit any budget.

are amazed at how much weight she has lost. She feels

Want to become part of our Franchise Family? A once of amount

franchisee, the Option 1 month pack. Looking at a cost

is payable, and there are no monthly fees, but you need to buy

perspective, we have other options to choose from.

the products from us. Training is done free of charge at our head

The Diet Clinic is not about losing weight but a whole

energetic and had no side effects. I recommend, as the

office in Pretoria and is approximately 3 hours. Each franchise has
a 10kilometer range, which will be exclusive for that franchise. You
will also receive a free electronic scale, 5 month packs, business
cards and car magnets. Your franchise can be operated from home.
42 years old, and since I can remember, I have battled with my
weight. Looking for quick fixes and solutions. Some have worked,
not for long, and other did not help at all. My story to investing in
The Diet Clinic has two parts to it. I left the corporate world 5 years

Lifestyle Change. A healthier you is a more productive,
happier you.”
Patty Chetty

The Diet Clinic Pietermaritzburg
jerzhanptyltd@yahoo.co.za
067 971 6861

ago with the dream of owning my own business. For years I could
not find anything that I was passionate about. Due to this, my weight

“I am healthier and happier since I started using

kept getting worse. Comfort eating, snacking all day, eating take-out

The Diet Clinic’s products and meal plans. It works

and overall un-healthy. I just could not find a solution that worked.

wonderfully. I went from a size 48 to a 36 and now a

The more this went on, the more I ate. Please note I also suffer from

34!! Even though I can not afford the products now

a thyroid condition. I thought, losing weight was not possible. By
now, my weight reached 105kg. Triple digits, and depression really
set in. I managed to lose 6kg, but it took a very long time. My weight

with Covid and having less funds, I have managed
to maintain my weight. I am following what the

loss bounced up and down, and then stopped completely. I did some

franchisee taught me during my appointments. I will,

research and found Melissa from The Diet Clinic. I read up about the

however, buy the products again as soon as I can go

products they offered and decided to make a permanent change. In

back to work”.

October 2020, I signed up to become a franchisee. Before starting

-Helen

to sell the products, I decided to try them and evaluate first-hand
if the products work and if it is sustainable. WOW! That is all I can
say. I tried the meal plan and products over the most difficult time.
South Africa going through a pandemic, lockdown, Christmas. But
above all this, I managed to lose weight!! YES! I lost weight and
centimeters! Today I weigh 88.2kg and lost 40 centimeters. This

a happy client from The Diet Clinic Rustenburg
“The Diet Clinic definitely is different. She has taught
me how to mix my foods … what to eat and what not
to eat …. And tailored my diet to suit my lifestyle. The

journey was not easy. I deviated from the plan, but I get up again

products are miracle makers. I lost 22 kg in 9 months!!

and carry on the next day. I am determined to continue. I am using

Now I must just get my husband to start too”.

Option 1 and can honestly say: I have never been happier, slimmer

-Natasha

and healthier. And it keeps getting better.
- Michela Curzi

another happy client from The Diet Clinic Rustenburg

@thedietclinicgroup/https:/www.facebook.com/thedietclinicgroup
@the_diet_clinic_group

Contact: Melissa Johnson 0662870902 (Pretoria)
Option 1:

This month pack consists of a diuretic (water tablet),
Appetite Suppressant, multivitamin, Metabolism
Booster, Fat Trapper, injections and a meal plan. You
inject three times a week. The injections speed up
your metabolism and breaks down stubborn fat.

Option 2:

This month pack consists of an Appetite
Suppressant, Fat Absorber, Metabolism Enhancer,
Garcinia Cambogia capsules and a meal plan. This
month pack is called Ultimate Weight Loss Program.

Option 3:

This is our maintenance pack, but it can also be
used as a weight loss program. It consists of a Fat
Trapper, Appetite Suppressant and a meal plan.
The Appetite Suppressant and Metabolism Booster
capsules can be bought separately.

GET A 10% DISCOUNT WHEN YOU USE THIS PROMOTIONAL CODE :
“DCG-LOOSEWEIGHTNOW”

@thedietclinicgroup/https:/www.facebook.com/thedietclinicgroup
@the_diet_clinic_group
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Busting Food Myths
By Hayley Cimring (RD)(SA) Registered Dietician

The Heart and Stroke Foundation South Africa
There are always more myths than truths when it comes to
health and nutrition. To keep you on track here are the 5 top
food myths busted for 2020:

Research has shown that many low fat and diet items contain
much more added sugar and salt than their regular-fat
counterparts. It’s best to forgo these products and instead
enjoy small amounts of foods like full fat yogurt, cheese, and
nut butters.

1)High-fat foods are unhealthy and people should opt for ‘less
fat’ or ‘low fat’
Take a trip to your local grocery store and you’ll find a variety
of products labeled “diet,” “light,” “low fat,” and “fat-free.” While
these products are tempting to those wanting to shed excess
body fat, they’re typically an unhealthy choice.

2)Non-nutritive Sweeteners are best for your health
The rising interest in sugar-free foods has led to an increase
in products that contain non-nutritive sweeteners (NNS). While
it’s clear that a diet high in added sugar significantly increases
disease risk, intake of NNS can also lead to negative health
outcomes.
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For example, NNS intake may increase your risk of type 2

5)Carbs make you gain weight

diabetes and lead to negative changes to gut bacteria.

Well pretty much anything will make you fat if you eat too
much of it. But that’s the wrong way to think about it. Starchy

3)White potatoes are super bad for you!
Often labeled as “unhealthy” by those in the nutrition world,
white potatoes are restricted by many people wanting to lose
weight or improve their overall health.

carbohydrates come in two forms: refined and whole. The
latter are the ones to go for - higher in fibre and full of other
essential vitamins and minerals. In fact, far from making you
gain weight, eating high-fibre foods will help to keep you
feeling full, which means you are less likely to overeat.

While eating too much of any food - including white potatoes
- can lead to weight gain, these starchy tubers are highly
nutritious and can be included as part of a healthy diet. White
potatoes are an excellent source of many nutrients, including
potassium, vitamin C, and fibre.

Instead of cutting carbs out, make some smart switches and
cut down on the unhealthier carbs, like highly refined flour
products.

The bottom line

Plus, they’re more filling than other carb sources like rice and
pasta and can help you feel more satisfied after meals. Just
remember to enjoy potatoes baked or roasted, not fried.

4)Weight loss is so easy! And fast!
Losing weight is not easy. This does not mean that successful
weight loss and keeping the weight off is impossible. However,
it is most likely when using a comprehensive approach that
includes changing eating habits, increasing activity levels, and
making changes to lifestyle habits that can be continued long
term.

Fad or crash diets are a popular way to reduce food intake to
bring about weight loss. Most often these diets require radical
changes to eating patterns which are not healthy, practical,
or affordable in the long-term, which means they become
unsustainable.

A healthy eating pattern is the best method to control how
much energy from food and drinks is consumed to assist in
losing weight.

Although the nutrition world is full of myths separate fact
from fiction and don’t fall for these nutrition myths!

KWAZULU NATAL: SPRINGFIELD: 031 054 5822

Springfield Retail Centre, 2 Ilala Ave, Springfield Park, Durban, 4001
WESTERN CAPE: RETREAT: 021 701 0566, GREEN POINT: 021 418 7805, SANDOWN: 021 554 0626,
KENILWORTH: 021 671 3114, CAPE GATE: 021 981 2029, BELLVILLE: 021 948 3767, PAARL: 021 872 7320,
SOMERSET WEST: 021 852 1605 GEORGE: 044 887 0476
EASTERN CAPE: BEACON BAY: 021 569 0133, BAY WEST: 041 492 0372, EAST LONDON: 043 726 3679
FREE STATE: BLOEMFONTEIN: 051 421 0029, LANGENHOVEN PARK: 051 446 0023

SHOP ONLINE: mambos.store
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